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Mosaic 
plasters



Decorat ive plaster – 
durabi l i ty 
and or iginal i ty 
of  f in ishing

MOZATYNK-S 050, MOZATYNK-S 051 MOZATYNK-S 050 
acrylic resin decorative
render

• waterproof
• frost-proof
• good adhesion
• high elasticity
• high resistance to UV rays
• resistance to weather conditions
• for manual and machine-spraying application of 

decorative, thin-layer plaster mortars 
• outdoor use: for performing decorative pedestal 

surfaces, balcony balustrades, fence elements
• indoor use: corridors, staircases, exhibitions
• for concrete groundwork, mineral priming pla-

sters, plasterboards, including fi ber plasterbo-
ards, and for application on reinforced layers 
in thermal insulation systems with mineral wool 
and Styrofoam

MOZATYNK-S 051
acrylic resin 
decorative render 
mixed at the store

• mixed at the store
• fast access to the pro-

duct
• waterproof
• frost-proof
• good adhesion
• high elasticity
• high resistance to UV rays
• resistance to weather conditions
• for manual and machine-spraying application of 

decorative, thin-layer plaster mortars 
• outdoor use: for performing decorative pedestal 

surfaces, balcony balustrades, fence elements
• indoor use: corridors, staircases, exhibitions
• for concrete groundwork, mineral priming pla-

sters, plasterboards, including fi ber plasterbo-
ards, and for application on reinforced layers 
in thermal insulation systems with mineral wool 
and Styrofoam

To be applied on exposed surfaces, prone to damage and soiling. Parti-

cularly recommended for building foundation areas, fence elements, ba-

lustrades, also as staircase and corridor wainscot in such public buildings 

as schools, kindergartens, offi ces, and in residential housing. We propose 

the MOZATYNK-S 050 mosaic plaster available in 78 color versions, or 

MOZATYNK-S 051 – which is mixed in the purchase site. This solution 

offers 12 aggregate colors, which can produce nearly 500 color combi-

nations. 

Mosaic plasters are an alternative to ceramic, stone, clinker wall cladding, 

paints and structural plasters, or wood paneling. Thanks to their excellent 

resistance to impacts and abrasions, as well as their resistance to the 

detrimental effects of water, the fi nished façade maintains its intact appe-

arance for years. The plasters offer interesting colors and textures, and 

the surfaces coated with mosaic mortar is easy to maintain in cleanness. 

It can be washed and scrubbed without discoloring or losing its mechanic 

durability. In the recent years, mosaic plasters have become increasingly 

popular as an indoor fi nishing solution, often replacing traditional ceramic 

tiles or plasters, as it surpasses them in terms of durability, resistance 

to impacts and soiling. Mosaic plaster can be successfully used in living 

rooms, kitchens and bathrooms, as well as in corridors and staircases. 


